Subject: Test #22  
Posted by dzung on Mon, 30 Jan 2017 18:40:10 GMT

Test 22 has a couple of weird syntax things (these bits of code were taken from the test descriptions from beastie.cs.ua.edu/cs201/assign0-tests and are current as of like 5 minutes ago).

removeDLL is currently being passed 3 arguments when it's only specified to have 2: repeated 19980 times: removeDLL(a,0,newInteger(X));

And each call to removeDLL has one too many closing parentheses: removeDLL(a,0));

Subject: Re: Test #22  
Posted by jarobinson3 on Tue, 31 Jan 2017 18:21:56 GMT

I just looked and the testing script doesn't have those issues. He might have used an older version.